Pathways to progress:
DEI deep dive into the Canadian market
An accompaniment to
dentsu Americas 2021 DEI Report
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Dentsu Americas DEI Framework
The following principles guide us as we aspire to a more inclusive future.
TRANSPARENCY & ACCOUNTABILITY

We aspire to be a force for good in Canada’s advertising and
media industry. Here, top talent from diverse backgrounds can
bring their most authentic selves to work and thrive.

Leadership accountability, daily action and
connecting goals and results to leadership
performance. Sharing metrics and goals with
our people and externally.

At dentsu Canada, we are anchored in the dentsu Americas
DEI strategy. View the full Americas report here .
OOO

ACTION TEAMS AND BUSINESS
RESOURCE GROUPS (BRGs)
Our employee-led groups support our people
in their learning journey and create a culture of
upstanders through thoughtful, engaging and
experiential learning.

REPRESENTATION & SPONSORSHIP

aspiring to a more
inclusive future

Attracting, onboarding, developing,
and promoting talent with the intent of
diversifying our workforce at all levels.

EDUCATION & CONTINUOUS LEARNING
We aim to foster a diverse
workforce that better represents
society inclusive of ethnicity,
race, sexual orientation, gender,
age, neuro-diversity and differing
physical abilities.
We aspire to be an anti-racist
organization with a systemic
approach to tackle racism
and promote a culture of
equal opportunity.
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STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS
We also aligned with and participate in
action-oriented coalitions that drive progress
through measurement and best practices.

Upskilling the cultural fluency of our leaders
and all people to learn and unlearn ways to
create an inclusive and brave workplace.

CULTURE, ENGAGEMENT &
COMMUNICATIONS

CLIENT & COMMUNITY IMPACT

Develop and promote our DEI brand both
externally and internally, embedding DEI
culture as a way of work.

Leveraging our craft to drive change and embed
DEI into how we do work. Creating and nurturing
relationships within the communities where we
live and work while expanding our impact
to support and uplift underrepresented groups.

|
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Canada’s Activation on dentsu
Americas DEI Strategy: Pathways to
progress for 2021 and beyond
embed ownership &
accountability

increasing
representation

Our leaders are accountable for
progress across every corner of their
teams, including through quarterly
DEI business reviews. We strive for an
increase in self-identification rates
and aspire to provide a yearly
representation data release.

We aim to embed equitable talent
processes by driving diverse interview
teams, looking at diversity gaps at onset
of recruitment efforts and implementing
inclusive interview processes. We will
continue to expand our talent pipeline
through bespoke development resources
and mentorship programs while evolving
performance reviews to include cultural
impact and equity checks.
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drive
cultural fluency

community and
client impact

We strive to be an employer of choice
and create a culture of upstanders.
Every dentsu Canada employee
receives anti-racism training and
access to a resource library of DEI
content to customize the learning
journey. Action Teams and BRGs
engage our people in experiential
learning across intersectionality,
impact and policy.

We will continue to collaborate with
clients and industry partners to
champion meaningful progress and
build the dentsu DEI brand and
reputation. With the development and
launch of our Supplier Diversity
practice, we will increase our spend
with diverse suppliers, inclusive of
businesses owned by women, BIPOC,
LGBTQIA+ or persons with a disability.
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where we are today: gender representation

TOTAL WORKFORCE (CANADA)

CANADA (May 2021)
EXECUTIVES

61.1%

MANAGEMENT

PROFESSIONALS

38.9%

47%

53%

50%

50%

54.9.%

45.1%

63.2%

36.8%

outer circle: May 2021 | inner circle: Jun 2020

Women

Men

Non-binary gender identity: 0.6%

74.8%
Canada self identification rate for gender
as of May 2021
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data footnotes
• "Executive" levels include C-level, President, Head of roles,
General Managers, Executive Vice Presidents.
• "Management" levels include department Directors, Vice Presidents,
Senior Vice Presidents.
• "Professional" level includes entry-level and support roles through
Senior Manager roles and some Account Directors.
• Non-binary includes those identifying as "non-binary" or "describe myself differently"
in our workforce "Gender Identity" field.
• Self-identification in Canada is voluntary and data is in flux and changing.
• Data is based on a self-identification rate of 74.8% for gender as of May 2021.
• Analysis focused on Ethnic and gender representation, but as data quality improves,
our ambition is to take a more intersectional analysis

where we are today
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where we are today: ethnicity representation
This following data informs our DEI strategy all the way down to opportunities and challenges
in representation per city/metropolitan area and career framework.

46.5%

Self-identification in Canada is voluntary.

EXECUTIVES

0%

0%

0%

11%

0%

0%

78%

11%

14%

0.5%

4%

1%

6%

0.5%

69%

5%

28%

4%

5%

7%

7%

0.4%

42%

6.6%

dentsu Canada

May 2021
MANAGEMENT
21%

2%

5%

5%

7%

1%

55%

4%

dentsu Canada

PROFESSIONALS

dentsu Canada May 2021

dentsu Canada

data footnotes

LEGEND

Asian

West Asian &
Arab

|
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Latinx

Two or More
Races

Indigenous
People

White

Other Ethnicity

• Self-identification in Canada is voluntary.
• Data is constantly in flux and changing.
• Analysis focused on Ethnic and gender representation but as data quality improves, our ambition is to take a more
intersectional analysis
• Multicultural includes: Asian, West Asian & Arab, Black, LatinX, Indigenous Peoples, two or more races and Other ethnicity. Those
identifying as two or more races, can identify either by selecting multiple ethnic categories or by selecting the "Two or More Races"
option in our workforce platform. We use these race and ethnicity categories to align with the standard categories accepted by the
Canada government. We recognize that offering only these categories is limiting and we are working to add additional ethnic
categories to ensure our employees can identify in a way that most accurately represents their ethnicity.

where we are today
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leading with
accountability
Our Senior Leadership
team has undertaken a
never-before commitment.
Through an accountable and measurable
approach, we seek to drive progress
around representation, equity, and
engagement. We are connecting actions
and results to leadership performance.
Executives are held accountable for
progress in representation, inclusive
culture, and DEI activation. This is folded
into their performance assessment and
regularly discussed through our practice
of quarterly DEI Business Reviews,
instituted July 2020. The DEI function
reports directly into the CEO, mirroring
our Americas structure around
representation, equity, and engagement.
Leadership responsibility is solidified, and
we are connecting actions and results to
leadership performance.

We commit to accountability of service
lines and functions through:
•
•
•

Inclusive leadership objectives
Vocal and visible support
Participation in initiatives such as
self-identification, listening sessions,
DEI training and our Action Teams/BRGs

|
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championing
meaningful
progress
We strive to embed diversity in our mindset
and our solutions, building a workforce of
champions for good. Dentsu DEI Champions
work to uphold our vision for a more inclusive,
diverse and equitable workplace across
all brands and functions. We ensure that the
lines of communication are open and that DEI
Champions exchange on best practices and
challenges during monthly meetings.

going
public
We are committed to
leveraging our craft to
challenge perceptions,
push reform and drive
sustainable change
within our industry
and our communities.

POCAM Call to Equity

BlackNorth

POCAM is Black, Indigenous and PoC
advertising and marketing professionals
and allies, working on the various
unceded and treaty territories of Canada.
Dentsu Canada answered the POCAM
Call to Equity, committing to creating
equity in the industry.

The BlackNorth Initiative is committed
to removing anti-Black systemic barriers
negatively affecting the lives of Black
Canadians. Dentsu Canada took the
BlackNorth Pledge to work toward
diversity and inclusion in the workplace.

Learn more

Learn more

ººº

ººº

embed ownership & accountability
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The dentsu Canada market
has begun the process of reviewing
performance assessment factors
in order to ensure that the
Performance Management cycle
is inclusive and mitigates bias.

the way
forward
Beyond 2021, our future focus for Accountability
and Ownership is ensuring our leadership KPIs for
diversity, inclusion and equity are directly and
accurately tied to compensation. We strive to
include more demographic data and employee
engagement insights on this measure to continue
building a more equal workplace for all.

Canada DEI addendum

DEI goals are derived from their scorecard as well as the inclusive
leadership goals below and active participation in all DEI activities.
FOR PEOPLE LEADERS:
Inclusive Leadership goals including:
Committing to creating an inclusive work environment
Mentoring diverse staff
Actively building the organization’s DEI brand in the market
Participation in Action Teams/BRGs
Participating in diversity recruiting events or interview panels
DEI continuous learning goal: active participation in anti-racism
training plan and all future DEI learning programs/cultural
fluency training

Canada has integrated diversity and
inclusion goals into the goal-setting
process. All employees were asked
to set appropriate diversity and
inclusion goals translated by level.

•
•
•
•
•
•

These goals have been level-set for
leaders and talent and include goals
derived from scorecards, inclusive
leadership behaviours, active
participation in DEI activities and
building cultural fluency.

FOR TALENT:

different
backgrounds,
shared goals

|

FOR LEADERSHIP:

Talent goals including:
• Participation in Action Teams
• Participating in diversity recruiting events or interview panels
• DEI continuous learning goal: active participation in anti-racism
training plan and all future DEI learning programs, etc.
(tracking necessary)
• Attend workshops and other hands-on learning sessions and
cultural fluency training

GOAL-SETTING FOR SUCCESS
• DEI is embedded in the work we do and not above and beyond
• We strive to create cultural transformation and
accountability at all levels
• DEI is process-driven for actionable meaningful progress
• As of 2021, 100% of dentsu Canada employees are required
to add DEI-related goals which will be included in their yearly
performance reviews

embed ownership & accountability

|
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partnering
for progress
Dentsu Canada has forged relationships
with the following initiatives dedicated
to advancing DEI goals.
ONYX INITIATIVE
LEADERSHIP BY DESIGN
The Leadership by Design (LBD) program is
the signature program offered by the Lifelong
Leadership Institute (LLI). The purpose of the
Leadership By Design program is to inspire
leadership and develop leaders. The LBD program
will provide youth in the African-Caribbean
community with wide-ranging opportunities to
develop and practise effective leadership. LDB
has worked with dentsu Canada to run the CODE
programming (see pg. 15) allowing us to further
reach African-Caribbean students in secondary
schooling. This presents dentsu with an opportunity
to introduce our field and company to a younger
cohort and spark interest.
Learn more

ººº

Onyx is dedicated to expanding the Black talent
pipeline by fostering cohesive, mutually-beneficial
partnerships to close the systemic gap in the
recruiting and selection of Black university and
college students for roles in corporate Canada.
Onyx is a partner in both recruiting and sourcing
Black talent and running CODE programming.
Learn more

HACKING SOPHIA
Hacking Sophia helps people bring their whole
selves to work through The Sophia Project,
a program built to radically improve the
personal and professional impact and experience
of time-starved working parents. Participants
engage in a set of bite-sized digital experiences
designed to help them intentionally subtract the
time and energy consuming obligations and habits
that weigh them down and trap their potential at
work and at home.
Learn more

|
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ººº

ººº

increasing representation
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investing in
our people
BIPOC MENTORSHIP
PROGRAM

MENTAL
HEALTH MATTERS

As part of our goal to build and retain a diverse talent pool, the
BIPOC Mentorship Program is key. Senior-level staff share their
expertise, insights and knowledge with BIPOC talent at any
level. With its launch aimed for end of fall 2021, we aim to
empower BIPOC talent in taking a proactive approach to career
pathing while creating space for growth, understanding and
learning, so that everyone can thrive.

This has been a critical year for mental
health. Our focus, now more than ever,
is on supporting our people.
Mental health benefits were increased in order to better support employees
in making their mental well-being a priority. All employees were offered
a one-year complimentary membership to the Headspace mindfulness
and meditation app with not only guided meditations, but also curated
videos, playlists and exercises, and even content for parents and kids.
All employees were offered an additional dentsu Day on October 9 to focus
on mental wellness. We also deployed mental wellness programming
including Dr. Tasmin Alani-Verjee speaking with Marème Touré about BIPOC
mental health as well as various mental health providers and other experts
each week during that month.

BIPOC MENTAL HEALTH
2020 was a difficult year for all but additional social unrest
made it particularly challenging for our BIPOC colleagues. With
this in mind, dentsu Canada offered a Reclaiming Rest and
Relaxation Healing Session in partnership with KDPM Consulting
Group to prepare for 2021. This included meditation, virtual Reiki
and much more.

|
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dentsu Canada also added to the coverage of mental health benefits by
increasing the amount covered as well as ensuring that various additional
types of counseling would be covered under this benefit.
Learn more

ººº

increasing representation
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listen and learn
LISTENING SESSIONS
With the help of KDPM Consulting Group, dentsu Canada
has conducted 13 DEI focused listening sessions with
different stakeholders:
BIPOC talent, people leaders and our senior leadership team.
Listening sessions are an opportunity to continue the dialogue on
anti-racism in a psychologically-safe environment.
The insights gleaned from these sessions provide the foundation
for our bespoke training workshops which are at the core of our
continuous learning.
Listening sessions are a deep-dive tool and imperative in changing
our workplace and societal culture. dentsu Canada leadership is
motivated and called to implement change due to the recent
overwhelming acts of racial injustice that we have all witnessed in
the media. For this reason, senior management team believed that
it was essential to start by coming together and establishing an
actionable process by holding roundtable discussions on diversity,
equity and inclusion, where everyone is attentive, empathic and
ready to learn in psychologically-safe environment.

SPEAKER SERIES
This series offers a space for brave
conversations on race, faith, gender, sexual
orientation and more in the workplace.
In its first episode, racialized individuals shared
their personal journey of successfully
navigating challenges related to racial bias
in the workplace. The aim was to also help
equip non-BIPOC individuals with the tools to
go beyond allyship to being accomplices and
upstanders, in and outside of the workplace.

|
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drive cultural fluency
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BLACK HISTORY MONTH MICROACTIONS
This year, Black History Month became a daily exercise in
learning and action. Each day, we encouraged our people to
engage with the Black Experience from historical stories to
discussing current issues like culture, education and Black
equity and amplification.

education
is ongoing

LEAP TO EQUITY
Our focus is on experiential learning that is continuous and
ongoing. In addition to Anti-Racism Foundational Training
required for all employees, the senior leadership team and
human resources will participate in the LEAP To Equity
workshop. This workshop is designed to unpack racism in the
workplace and identify solutions for dismantling
microaggressions, white privilege and oppression.

We strive to honour and
elevate every employee
within our organization. Our
goal is to ensure our people
feel heard through an
environment of openness,
understanding and education.

continued
learning
We will continue to promote an
environment of understanding and
awareness. We strive to bring other
Action Teams/BRGs into the fold
and tackle systemic issues from
an intersectional lens. We want all
our Talent to feel included in the
conversation and bring everyone
to the table while continuing to
strive toward equity for our
BIPOC employees.

|
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Designed by KDPM Consulting, this program will be spread over
the course of six months exploring anti-racism history,
Psychological safety; Bias and microaggressions and the
journey to action/allyship with micro-coaching on leading with
equitable leadership competencies.

#DotheWork
Karlyn Percil,
CEO KDPM Consulting Group
"Becoming a deeply inclusive environment
where the lives of Black, Indigenous and
people of colour matter requires deliberate
focus, transparent action and leadership
commitment for the long journey ahead.
Organizations committed to sustainable
social change demonstrate this through the
necessary time commitment to listen, unlearn
and relearn while making the institutional,
systemic and behavioural changes needed
for social justice.
At KDPM Group, we are proud to be working
with dentsu Canada and the Anti-Racism
Action Team to implement the institutional,
cultural and behavioural changes to make
Black lives matter both inside and outside
the workplace."

The Canada HR Team completed 30 weeks of Rachel Cargle’s
#DotheWork. They devoted 90 minutes each week. Next, HR
will be dedicating 12 weeks to learning more about
Indigenous Canada.

leap
Listen,
learn and reflect
on the experiences
shared to better
understand each
other’s journey
while building trust
in the process.

Explore
and examine
the inclusion
experience
to identify key
improvement
areas within our
various systems.

Advocate,
take action and
make allyship a
verb to advance
key opportunities
identified.

Practice
and prioritize equity,
identify anti-racist
habits and leverage
organizational
values to create an
inclusive and
equitable workplace
and organizational
culture actively.

drive cultural fluency
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our
action
teams
In alignment with the Americas
Business Resource Group (BRG)
structure, we are introducing
the Canada Chapters,
ensuring we make room for
contextual specificities.
Our Action Teams (AT or
@CANADA), many of which are
scheduled to launch in late 2021,
are designed to help make room
for further engagement and
affinity while also collaborating
strategically. They include:

1

6

ENABLEMENT:
Committed to supporting talent of
all abilities to thrive in a safe and
accessible workplace.
See more here

ººº

Enablement@Canada: Launching this Fall
2

PARENTS:
Committed to supporting parents and
individuals on their journey to becoming
a parent through to the empty nest.
See more here

ººº

Caregivers@Canada: Launching this Fall
3

INTERFAITH:
Supporting the organization
by representing diversity of faiths,
as well as creating and promoting
awareness, equity, and opportunities
for faith within the organization.
See more here

ººº

Interfaith@Canada: Launching this Fall
4

PRIDE:
Celebrates the diversity of experience
of the LGBTQ+ community through
mentorship, social and educational
events, and through client collaboration.
See more here

MULTICULTURAL:
The Multicultural BRG seeks to
increase dentsu's ethnic diversity and
attain equity for people of colour at all levels.

Please see more multicultural BRG identity groups
including the Mosaic, Somos, and Mena here ººº

a. Anti-racism @canada
Stood up in June 2020, the Anti-Racism
Action team began as 75+ people from
across dentsu’s Canadian agencies (every
agency and every function represented),
working together on actionable items to
Build a Better dentsu and striving towards
a common goal: anti-racism. Committed
to being actively anti racist, this action
team came together in the summer of
2020 after a call to action was launched
by dentsu Canada CEO following the
brutal murder of George Floyd The
team continues working strategically and
across all service lines, breaking silos. It
presented an ambitious action plan in July
2020 to dentsu Canada and broke the
larger team into five sub-teams that
would work around five pillars
representing the DEI Framework focusing
on Transparency & Accountability,
Understanding & Awareness, Education &

Continuous Learning, Representation &
Sponsorship as well as Community &
Client Impact. The team is working
towards the guiding principle of progress
over perfection and regularly keeps the
company updated on progress on the
anti-racism action plan.
b. Francophone@Canada:
This Action Team is a place to connect,
collaborate and support all those who are
francophone. Here, we celebrate the
French language. We know that language
can be a barrier in the workplace for a
bilingual country such as Canada. This
team helps to champion inclusivity of the
francophone and culture associated with
it as we tackle everyday work. Launching
this fall.

ººº

Pride@Canada: Launching this Fall

5

WOMEN NETWORK:
Developing a culture of advocacy,
equality and empowerment to advance
women in the workplace, strengthening
the value of DAN. We will activate
solutions for increased visibility,
recognition and support of women
though open dialogue, community,
professional development
and sponsorship.

|
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100+

80+

WOMEN TAKING
PART IN EDUCATIONAL
SERIES

ACTIVE MEMBERS

12+
VP & HIGHER
AVAILABLE AS
MENTORS

Womxn Who is a platform that connects and builds the confidence of all
womxn at dentsu. We inspire womxn to bring their whole selves to work
every day by sharing personal and professional stories about the good,
the bad, the ‘YAASSS’, and every experience in between. With strategic
partnerships to develop skills and foster networking, Womxn Who strives
to build a strong community for women to feel empowered and elevate
female leadership, which will in turn elevate the organization through
diverse contributions and representation.

c. International@Canada:
According to the Government of
Canada, between 2017 and 2018,
net immigration accounted for 80%
of Canada’s population increase.
Canada's population growth
between 2018 and 2019, at 1.4%,
was the highest rate of growth
among G7 nations. This increase
(over 531,000 people) was
overwhelmingly driven by the arrival
of immigrants and non-permanent
residents (Government of Canada).
With that in mind, this Action Team
aims to be a place of community
for all immigrants, supporting and
advocating and helping to integrate
as this international population
settles into Canada. Launching
this fall.

"The work we do with the
Anti-Racism Action Team is very
important to me because I believe
that every action taken in the fight
against systemic racism, whether
small or big, is a step towards an
equal and fair society. Educating
people on what being antiracist
means and how being an ally can
have positive outcomes on society is
just one way I am using my voice to
support my friends and colleagues."
Karen Hrstic VP,
Group Account Director

drive cultural fluency
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our award-winning work

The BlackNorth Initiative

Dyslexia Canada

RBC - Speak Up for Inclusion

The BlackNorth Initiative is committed to removing anti-Black
systemic barriers negatively affecting the lives of Black
Canadians. Dentsu is a foundational partner and helped to
launch this initiative, leading branding and communications
strategy and producing virtual summits.

To highlight the difficulties children with dyslexia face every
day, dentsumcgarrybowen crafted a website and a campaign
based on popular children’s books to give people a sense of
what it’s like to live with this learning disability. Created for
the charity Dyslexia Canada, "It's Hard to Read" aimed to
sensitize and educate the public while directing children and
families living with dyslexia to the resources Dyslexia Canada
provides to help support those with this learning disability.
Learn more ººº

Speak Up for Inclusion has been RBC’s diversity and inclusion
tagline for years but their positioning on Inclusion was not
well known. Dentsu One was tasked with developing a distinct
and bold positioning that empowers employees, clients and
communities to Speak Up for Inclusion. We developed a videofirst platform that allowed us to capture insightful interviews
with real people.
Learn more ººº

It started as a corporate initiative with the intention to rewrite
policies, set diversity targets and hold leaders accountable.
Led by The Canadian Council of Business Leaders Against
Anti-Black Systemic Racism, the BlackNorth Initiative has
widened its scope beyond Corporate Canada to all Canadians.
Learn more

|
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community & client impact
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deepening
our impact
investing in
diverse suppliers
We believe our suppliers, like our
employees, should have equal opportunity
to thrive, and that equitable actions are
needed to achieve this. We are developing
a Supplier Diversity practice, which, once
launched, is designed to ensure equity
across our supplier chain.
After an extensive supplier audit, only
those who are able to demonstrate their
quality standards and actions in this area
will be included on our "partner" list.
Our next step is focusing on diversity at
a content level and building a strategy to
engage closer with BIPOC talent.

sharing the plan
and learnings
We are creating accountability systems
within our companies. These systems allow us
to share our goals internally and externally,
track progress and share regular updates
with each other to catalog effective
programs and measurement practices.

THE FEMALE FOUNDRY
The Female Foundry is a global initiative powered
by dentsu Canada to drive diversity and inclusion
in business. It provides access to tools, training,
connections, and resources, empowering female
entrepreneurs to build successful businesses for
the digital age.

THE
CODE

Dentsu Canada’s recent study of women in business
found that they are fundamentally treated differently
when attaining funding for their business. In the wake
of COVID-19, this problem has only worsened. To
combat this trajectory, dentsu Canada has launched
its version of Female Foundry: a series of workshops
and discussions focused on empowering Canadian
female entrepreneurs. The initiative provides tools,
resources, speakers, panels and open content for all
Canadian entrepreneurs plus bootcamps sponsored by
Female Foundry with our educational partner, GEN
(Global Entrepreneurship Network) sheparding.

Powered by dentsu
Our schools and early careers program, The Code,
brings together the power of our people and our
network to make a positive impact on the next
generation of talent and wider society. We partner
with local outreach organizations and schools to
educate students on media/marketing and the digital
skills needed in future. The Code originated in the UK
market and is owned and created by dentsu. In 2019,
we launched The Code in Canada and have influenced
over 3,000 young minds across the nation.
The Code stands for fostering Creativity, identifying
Opportunities for future talent, encouraging Diversity
and promoting Empowerment.

9

SESSIONS
since fall
2019

253

Learn more

The
conference
at a glance:

PARTICIPANTS
across Canada since
Fall 2019

"I had SUCH an amazing time participating in the
panel. I was so energized by how empowering and
safe the space felt for the discussion. Having so
many unique views creates such a productive
learning environment for all involved."
Melissa Kartick Co-Chair, Canada's Next Top Ad
Exec, 5th year McMaster University student,
panellist The Future of Work

|
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ººº

5

DAYS

of gated,
relevant &
growth-driving
content

2,968
PAGE FOLLOWS
on dentsu.com

10+

SPONSORS & PARTNERS
building long term
relationships and priceless
amounts of unique and
valuable connections

342

REGISTERED
ATTENDEES

26

PROMINENT
INDUSTRY
SPEAKERS

community & client impact
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appendix: sources

Page 3: Chimanda Ngozi Adichie quote:
https://www.ted.com/talks/chimamanda_ngozi_adichie_the_danger_of_a_single_story?language=en

Photo Sources:
We have consciously selected photos to represent diversity and photographers from the same spectrum.
•
•
•
•

Unsplash.com
kaboompics.com
Pexels.com
dentsu library of licensed Adobe Stock photos

•
•
•

Page 13: https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/daily-quotidien/190930/dq190930a-eng.htm
Page 21: https://mailchi.mp/rachelcargle/dothework-course-all-30days
Page 21: https://www.kdpmconsultinggroup.com/

together we thrive

thank you
|
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